phase I|

analysis, ephemeral interventions & critique
> Art & Critic

2014 >>
01.01.| Prepare:
+ website
+ blog

02.01.| Etnographic
Documentation:
+ mapping, drawing,
notes, films, etc

02.02.| Participatory
Observation:
+ daily documentation,
observations

01.03.| Call to
Participate:
+ local artists
+ local NGO’s
+ colaborators
+ art, architecture
students
+ database of resources
(materials, workshops,
craftsmen)

02.| Observation

01.| Preparation

01.02.| Investigation
abour:
+ Facts:
area, limits,
demography, social
context
+ Historical context of
the Housing Estate,
social and architectural
context
+ Beja’s historical
context
+ Territories: owners
+ Identified problems

Dec

Nov

Sept

Oct

>> 2014

>> 2015
04.01.| Public
event to show
the results from
the first steps
& to present the
project:
+ debate/meal/meeting/
exhibition...

+ create a performance
about the theme

05.| Experimenting
Apr

+ + Funding
+ + Materials Bank
+ + Call for
collaborators

Apr

Mar

04.| Presenting

03.| Experiencing
Feb

04.03.| Network of
contacts
+ connections between
the various participants
/future participants

construction, intervention & maintenance
> Architecture, construction & maintenance

08.01.|
De-construct the
project’s
programme :

09.03. | Technical
drawings and models
+ technical drawings for
the construction phase,
models, specifications,
etc

08.02.|
Experiments
through
construction

09.03. |
Builders &
Constructions

+ built on-site with
re-used materials
working with drawings,
models... to re-design
interventions that can
have a long-term
life-cycle

+ identify the
builders/carpenters who
can work on the project
in the long-run

Dec

09.| Experimenting

+ workshops to teach
local residents how to
build

08.03.| Programme of
uses and users
+ identify and develop a
programme of activities
to be run by the
project’s ambassadors so
that the project can
remain ‘live’ once the
main construction phase
is over

Nov

07.05. | Ambassadors
+ identify the
people/organizations who
will become responsible
for different parts of
the project

Oct

Sept

07.| Observation

07.04. | Partitions
+ identify different
parts of the project and
different interested
people in order to
create links between
space-people

08.| Experiencing & Construction

07.02.| Door-to-door
questionnaire to the
local residents :
+ how to continue
developing the proposals
initially suggested

07.03. | Documentation
of the way in which the
built spaces have been
used/maintained
throughout the summer

09.01.| Design Workshop
+ workshop to develop
the final proposal

+ construction workshop
to re-think, deconstruct
and re-build the
programme and the
initial proposals

>> 2016

10.01.|
Construction

11.01.| Documentation
and edition of the
overall process

+ build the first
long-term constructions
on site

11.02. | Public
presentation of
the project
10.02.| Maintenance
programme
+ develop a maintenance
programme with the local
residents and project
ambassadors

May

Mar

Feb

Jan

10.04.| Evaluation of
the process and project
+ what should be
improved before
proceeding with further
works

Apr

10.| Construction

+ organize events
related to the spacial
qualities of the new
spaces created

.| Reflections/analysis

10.03.| Events &
project’s
advertisement

June

12.| Presentation & Maintenance

11.03. |
Publication

06.03. |
Puppetry
performance/
animation about
the
neighbourhood

+ + Funding
+ + Materials Bank
+ + Call for
collaborators

phase II|

07.01.| Internal
feedback
+ about the initial
process
+ notes and mapping

+ simple/modular
construction of a
performative space

05.03. | Construction of
the puppets/cut outs
using re-cycled
materials
+ rehearsals for the
performance

04.02.| Research on the
selected sites:
+ direct neighbours

+ + Funding
+ + Materials Bank
+ + Call for
collaborators

06.02.|
Construction of
a space for the
performance

06. Presenting

03.04.| Taxonomies:
: taxonomy with
collected/found objects
from the neighbourhood

Jan

05.02.| Narratives for
the
performance/animation
about the neighbourhood
+ texts based on the
findings throughout the
research process

+ debate about the
meaning of ‘public
space’
+ who does it belong to?
how to improve it?

03.03.| Interviews:
+ documentary >
questionnaire

+ based on the findings
to date

Jun

03.02.| Participative
Observation:
+ daily documentation,
observations

06.01.|
Exhibition with
all the material
collected to
date

05.01.| Brainstorm about
the uses, typologies,
ways of construction,
etc
+ based on the findings
to date

May

03.01.| Selection of
intervention sites:
+ mapping
[ public event for the
choice of sites ]

+ based on the findings
throughout the research
process
+ + Funding
+ + Materials Bank
+ + Call for
collaborators

